Drama: Theater Arts AA-T

**Group A**
- DRAMA 139 Introduction to Theater
- DRAMA 140 History of Theater Pre-Greek to 17th Century

**Group B**
- DRAMA 201 Technical Theater Lab
- DRAMA 270 Major Production

**Group C**
- DRAMA 111 Fundamentals of Stage Production
- DRAMA 112 Introduction to Stage Makeup
- DRAMA 113 Introduction to Costume Design
- DRAMA 123 Intermediate Principles of Acting
- DRAMA 200 Introduction to Technical Theater

**IGETC Category**
- IGETC 3A

**Required Courses**
- DRAMA 122 Basic Principles of Acting

**Elective and Variable Unit Courses**

**Program Learning Outcomes**
1. Demonstrate skill in performing or crewing a production.
2. Analyze historical and contemporary literature.

**Careers in**
- Acting
- Theater technician
- Designer

You need to see a Counselor for specific recommendations about courses that will best meet your educational goals. Not all courses on the map are offered every term. Consult the Catalog and the Schedule of Classes for more details.

For information about transferring, see: https://www.dvc.edu/enrollment/transfer/index.html

For information on careers in this field see: https://www.dvc.edu/enrollment/career-employment/index.html